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Abstract:
Ensuring the quality of teaching foreign languages to the younger generation, the development of interesting, innovative programs for the creation of fluent Russian-speaking professionals, meeting international standards through the acquisition of foreign languages, training of qualified personnel is one of the goals of the ongoing educational reform in our country. And this article is about the need for the teacher's knowledge, creativity, ability to inspire students' love for their subject, and especially for students studying in national educational institutions, to identify and identify opportunities for language teaching. how to improve their skills and several other topics.
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INTRODUCTION
Today the demand for learning foreign languages is growing. The main reason for this is that Uzbekistan has established diplomatic and sincere relations with several countries, which opens the door to great opportunities for the strong and intelligent youth of our great future. This, in turn, requires that a child who wants to go abroad to improve his or her skills learn one of the international languages. a variety of innovative methods and programs have been developed to engage the student. Also, various efforts are being made to increase interest in foreign languages and to provide quality education.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY
Nowadays, according to scientists, the majority of the world’s population can speak mainly two, and in some cases three or more languages. As we all know, one of these languages is the native language of Uzbeks, and Germans are the mother tongue of Germans. And we also call it the national language. In fact, it is almost impossible for any of us to speak our mother tongue, but linguists do not agree. Because they believe that their mother tongue should be spoken according to the law. In conclusion, learning a foreign language is twice as difficult. so is it really so

At present, many textbooks, curricula and various manuals are being created in our country for the introduction of foreign languages in education. It should be noted that the majority of the population of Uzbekistan chooses Russian as their second foreign language.

This will require more Russian-language works and new curricula. Because any industry that doesn't have enough material will soon fail. Of course, the desired result can not be achieved. As a result, the result of language learning is much lower. In particular, in Uzbek education, Russian is taught first in kindergartens and then in schools from the second grade. Therefore, language skills of students in higher education institutions should be significantly improved. However, in many cases, such as the lack of specialists in remote villages and provinces and the lack of access to new programs, as well as the lack of information technology, young people do not develop well unless they become fluent in the language.

DISCUSSION
Some special subjects in higher education, especially technical and international. The required information on specialties is mainly in Russian. Most of them have not been translated into Uzbek. That's why Teachers of general secondary, secondary special, vocational and higher education institutions provide students with textbooks and teaching materials in Russian should provide. Republish curricula on time, Republican target book under the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Uzbekistan free of charge from the working capital of the Fund. ” This The decision marked a turning point in the education system of Uzbekistan. New for the younger generation textbooks were created. New and modern methods of teaching Russian to students in national higher education institutions have been introduced. For example:
left the program of abstracting and moved to work with information technology.

- Various interesting works have been translated into Russian (this allows the student to memorize words faster and learn to use artistic words).
- Organization of interesting open lessons and several other methods have been created and are being created. Awareness of the intellectual potential of the world's youth through the study of international languages, especially Russian, the exchange of ideas with them, in-depth analysis of the process, little progress and we will be able to compare our shortcomings with theirs. Foreign languages

The desire to know, to act on the basis of the article "A man who knows the language knows" Farobi, who knows our many languages, is widely observed at the level of comparative study of several languages is the legacy of our mature ancestors, such as Kashgari.

In addition, Abdullah Avloni's 1913 article in Oyna magazine, "We need four languages, not two."

The need to learn a language is explained in detail. Our great ancestors their scientific discoveries, their unique works to other nations they are recognized by the whole world for their ability to deliver in their own language. Central Asian science, culture and education are respected. That's all at the heart of it lies language knowledge, as we have repeatedly pointed out.

It can be explained that the demand for today's youth is the organization of foreign languages: Directly with countries around the world to communicate, to express one's independent opinion in a fluent and understandable way in public. The study of international languages is also important in order to ensure and strengthen the special place of Uzbekistan in the world community matter.

RESULTS

The use of additional resources in teaching students the Russian language, to further increase the interest and attitude of students to a foreign language through auxiliary teaching aids, to conduct each lesson in an interactive, ie active-student way, to add to them after classes teaching and the widespread use of traditional methods in this process. In the course of lessons organized with the use of innovative technologies, students' interest in a foreign language increases, and their independent creative work improves their skills and abilities. The etymology of the term "innovative technology" in the scientific literature means "innovation" (English innovation - introduced innovation, invention, "innovation" introduced in science and technology), and "technology" as a linguididactic concept, "less time." , a set of rational methods of scientific organization of efforts to achieve the goals of education at the expense of energy and resources. The use of Cinquain, Brainstorming, Case, Zigzag, Cluster, Project, Method, Mind Mapping as specific methods of innovative technology in traditional pedagogy has yielded great results.

CONCLUSION

In this process, including: - when using computers, the student can watch and hear Russian videos, demonstrations, dialogues, movies or cartoons; - It is possible to listen and watch radio broadcasts in foreign languages and TV programs; - use of tape recorders and cassettes, which are more traditional methods; - CD players are available. The use of these technical tools makes the process of learning a foreign language more interesting and effective. Today, it is becoming a tradition in higher education institutions to teach through interactive games. It is well known that a variety of games allow students to demonstrate their abilities, focus, increase their knowledge and skills, and become stronger.
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